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Prefatory Statement

“Ito na lang ba ang aming kauuwian—ang magbilang, o mapabilang, sa mga biktima ng climate change?”

In asking for available remedies, Ms. Derek Cabe raised this concern at the Forum on Human Rights and Climate Change organized by the Honourable Commission on Human Rights (Commission or CHR) in cooperation with Greenpeace Southeast Asia on May 12, 2015.

We, the Petitioners (the parties filing this petition), trust that the Honourable Commission understands the context of this question, considering the abundance of country statistics and reports of disaster-related casualties. For example, despite forecasts and warnings provided days in advance, super-typhoon Yolanda killed more than 6,000 people, affected millions of others, and devastated areas in central Leyte in 2013. According to the World Bank, the EMDAT disaster database shows that between 2000 and 2008, weather-related disasters accounted for 98% of all people affected and 78% of all the people who died due to disasters in the Philippines. The World Bank also stated that annually the country has to spend 0.5% of its GDP on natural disasters. Between 1998 and 2009, the country had to deal with costs of up to US$24.3 billion (23.9% of GDP) due to storms, exposing 12.1 million people.

The various possible factors contributing to the occurrence of super-typhoons like Yolanda and other extreme weather events now include human-induced climate change. Natural variability is now occurring on top of, and interacting with, background conditions that have already been altered by long-term climate change. According to scientific experts, “[w]hile natural variability continues to play a key role, climate change has shifted the odds and changed the natural limits, making certain types of extreme weather more frequent and more intense.”

In the era of climate change, we feel that the real value of the statistics and reports of disaster-related casualties has not been given adequate expression. The real life pain and agony

---

1 English translation: Will this be our fate—to just count the victims of climate change or be counted among them?
2 Ms. Cabe is a representative of Nuclear Free Philippines (Bataan).
4 Id.
of losing loved ones, homes, farms—almost everything—during strong typhoons, droughts, and other weather extremes, as well as the everyday struggle to live, to be safe, and to be able to cope with the adverse, slow onset impacts of climate change, are beyond numbers and words.

Climate change interferes with the enjoyment of our **fundamental rights** as human beings. Hence, we demand accountability of those contributing to climate change.

A recent research endeavour, undertaken by Mr. Richard Heede of the *Climate Accountability Institute*, quantified and traced “for the first time the lion’s share of cumulative global CO₂ and methane emissions since the industrial revolution began to the largest multinational and state-owned *producers* of crude oil, natural gas, coal and cement.”7 These producers are collectively known as the ‘Carbon Majors’ and the same term shall be used in this Petition. The investor-owned, i.e., publicly traded, Carbon Majors, some of which have operations or a presence in, or a substantial connection to the Philippines, are listed in Table 1.

---

The Carbon Majors findings are of serious importance and consequence to the Philippines due to the country’s high vulnerability to the impacts of climate change. The findings call attention to the role of the Carbon Majors because these producers contribute a significant portion of the estimated emissions of greenhouse gases. According to the IPCC, continued emission of these gases “will cause further warming and long-lasting changes in all components
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8 Methods and Results Report, supra note 7, at 29.
of the climate system, increasing the likelihood of severe, pervasive, and irreversible impacts for
people and ecosystems.”

The Carbon Majors should be held accountable for violations or threats of violations of
Filipinos’ rights (a) to life; (b) to the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health;
(c) to food; (d) to water; (e) to sanitation; (f) to adequate housing; and (g) to self-determination
resulting from the adverse impacts of climate change. Special attention should be paid to
marginalized and disadvantaged people and communities particularly vulnerable to the effects of
climate change, including women, children, persons with disabilities, those living in extreme
poverty, indigenous peoples, and displaced persons; as well as the right of Filipinos to
development. The workers and workers’ organizations among the Petitioners also seek
accountability for the human rights implications of climate change on the workers’ health, labour
productivity, work environment and safety, and job protection. One potential way to determine
the level of responsibility of an individual Carbon Major is by indentifying the company’s share
in the estimated global industrial emissions of carbon, and when it is supposed to have allegedly
acquired knowledge of its product’s harmful effects, including the impacts on the climate,
ecological balance, and people’s health, or was informed of those impacts.

Hindi po makatarungan na magbilang na lamang kami, o mapabilang sa susunod na
statistics, ng mga biktima ng climate change. This Petition seeks vindication of our human
rights through a comprehensive investigation into the responsibility of the Carbon Majors for
violations or threats of violations of human rights resulting from the impacts of climate change.

Jurisdiction of the Commission

The human rights violations or threats of violations that are the subject of this Petition
include the rights of the Filipinos (a) to life; (b) to the highest attainable standard of physical and
mental health; (c) to food; (d) to water; (e) to sanitation; (f) to adequate housing; (g) to self-
determination; and (h) of those particularly likely to be affected by climate change, including (1)
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Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [Core Writing Team, R.K. Pachauri and L.A.
Meyer (eds.)]. IPCC, Geneva, Switzerland, pp. 151, Summary for Policymakers, at 8.
10 For more information on climate action as a trade union concern, please see, ITUC Frontlines Briefing, Climate
Justice: There are No Jobs on a Dead Planet, Mar. 2015, http://www.ituc-csi.org/ituc-frontlines-briefing-
climate?lang=en (last accessed on Sept. 15, 2015).
11 A recent peer-reviewed article concluded that “major investor-owned fossil energy companies carry significant
responsibility for climate change.” P. Frumhoff, R. Heede, & N. Oreskes, The Climate Responsibilities of Industrial
12 English translation: It is unjust that we end up simply counting the victims or becoming victims ourselves of
climate change.
women; (2) children; (3) persons with disabilities; (4) those living in extreme poverty; (5) indigenous peoples; (6) displaced persons; and (7) workers; as well as the right of Filipinos to development.

While the adjunct rights to health\textsuperscript{13} and to a balanced and healthful ecology,\textsuperscript{14} known collectively as environmental rights, are not listed under the Bill of Rights, they are included in the subject of this Petition. The exchange between Commissioners Bennagen and Nolledo during the deliberations of the 1986 Constitutional Convention supports the general idea that environmental rights are included in the complete concept of human rights.\textsuperscript{15} Their importance is explained in \textit{Oposa v. Factoran}:

As a matter of fact, these basic rights need not even be written in the Constitution for they are assumed to exist from the inception of humankind. If they are now explicitly mentioned in the fundamental charter, it is because of the well-founded fear of its framers that unless the rights to a balanced and healthful ecology and to health are mandated as state policies by the Constitution itself, thereby highlighting their continuing importance and imposing upon the state a solemn obligation to preserve the first and protect and advance the second, the day would not be too far when all else would be lost not only for the present generation, but also for those to come – generations which stand to inherit nothing but parched earth incapable of sustaining life.\textsuperscript{16}

This Petition is therefore within the scope of the Commission’s jurisdiction under Rule 2 of the Omnibus Rules of Procedure of the CHR, to wit:

\textbf{Rule 2. Scope of CHR jurisdiction}

\textit{Section 1.} Pursuant to Sections 17 to 19, Article XIII of the 1987 Philippine Constitution, in relation to Executive Order No. 163, dated 5 May 1987, and relevant international human rights instruments, the Commission on Human Rights shall take cognizance of and investigate, on its own or on complaint by any party, all forms of human rights violations and abuses involving civil and political rights, to include but not limited to the following:

\begin{itemize}
  \item a) right to life;
  \item b) right to liberty;
  \item c) right to security;
  \item d) right to respect for one’s dignity;
  \item e) freedom from slavery and involuntary servitude;
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{13} \textit{CONST.} art. II, § 15.
\textsuperscript{14} \textit{CONST.} art. II, § 16.
\textsuperscript{16} \textit{Oposa v. Factoran, Jr.}, G.R. No. 101083, July 30, 1993, 224 SCRA 792.
f) freedom from torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment and punishment;
g) right to protection from enforced disappearance;
h) freedom from arbitrary interference with one’s privacy, family, home, or correspondence;
i) freedom from arbitrary arrest, detention or exile;
j) freedom of movement and residence;
k) freedom of thought, conscience and religion;
l) freedom of the press, speech, opinion and expression;
m) freedom from discrimination;
n) right to marry and to found a family; and,
o) right to own property.

Section 2. The Commission on Human Rights shall monitor the Philippine Government’s **compliance with international human rights treaties and instruments** to which the Philippines is a State party. This includes, but is not limited to, the actions taken by the Government, the manner and/or means of implementation or application of the human rights related laws, principles, norms and standards, in relation to the State obligations to respect, protect and fulfil the human rights of all persons within the Philippines, as well as Filipinos residing abroad.

Corollary thereto, the Commission on Human Rights, in line with its role as a national human rights institution, **shall also investigate and monitor all economic, social and cultural rights violations and abuses, as well as threats of violations thereof**, especially with respect to the conditions of those who are marginalized, disadvantaged, and vulnerable. (Emphasis ours)\(^{17}\)

The Philippines is a signatory to and/or has ratified various international human rights instruments listed in Annex “A.”

In 2008, the Human Rights Council adopted Resolution 7/23, which stated that climate change “poses an immediate and far-reaching threat to people and communities around the world and has implications for the full enjoyment of human rights.”\(^{18}\) The link between human rights and climate change was further clarified in the 2009 report of the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) of the United Nations. The report categorically states that “there exists broad agreement that climate change generally negatively effects the realization of human rights.”\(^{19}\) The 2009 OHCHR report also “stresses the importance of accountability mechanisms in the implementation of measures and policies in the area of climate
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change and requires access to administrative and judicial remedies in cases of human rights violations.”

In October 2014, the Special Procedures of the UN Human Rights Council issued a joint letter on the implications of climate change for human rights, which stated in part:

[W]e call on the State Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) to ensure full coherence between their solemn human rights obligations and their efforts to address climate change, one of the greatest human rights challenges of our time.

A safe, clean, healthy and sustainable environment is indispensable to the full enjoyment of human rights, including rights to life, health, food, water and housing, among many others…. The most recent report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) brings into sharp focus the grave harm that climate change is already causing, and will continue to cause, to the environment on which we all depend. There can no longer be any doubt that climate change interferes with the enjoyment of human rights recognized and protected by international law.

In May 2015, the Climate Vulnerable Forum, chaired by the Philippines, submitted a memorandum and three independent reports to Ms. Christiana Figueres, Executive Secretary of the UNFCCC Secretariat. The independent reports are appended herewith as Annexes “B,” “B-1,” “B-2,” and “B-3” respectively. Based on the reports, the Climate Vulnerable Forum found that the UNFCCC target of limiting global temperature rise to 2°C is “‘inadequate,’ posing serious threats to fundamental human rights, labour and migration and displacement, among other factors.” The Petitioners believe that the findings in the report on labour underscore the need for a comprehensive strategy on a “just transition” for workers and communities to ensure everyone is a part of the sustainable economy and benefit from decent and green jobs.

The propriety of this Petition is supported by the recognition by the UN Human Rights Council, Special Procedures of the UN Human Rights Council, the nations participating in the Climate Vulnerable Forum, and the Government of the Philippines of the human rights implications of climate change.

---

20 Id. at 27.
On the authority to exercise jurisdiction over investor-owned Carbon Majors to determine whether they have breached their responsibility to respect human rights, the Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (Guiding Principles) recognizes that corporations have a responsibility to respect human rights which arises from a “global standard of expected conduct applicable to all businesses in all situations.” The commentary under Principle 11 states:

The responsibility to respect human rights is a global standard of expected conduct for all business enterprises wherever they operate. It exists independently of States’ abilities and/or willingness to fulfil their own human rights obligations, and does not diminish those obligations. And it exists over and above compliance with national laws and regulations protecting human rights.

The Human Rights Council unanimously endorsed the Guiding Principles in its resolution 17/4 of 16 June 2011. According to the Guiding Principles, corporations bear a responsibility to respect human rights, and “[s]tates should set out clearly the expectation that all business enterprises domiciled in their territory and/or jurisdiction respect human rights throughout their operations.”

States have obligations with respect to human rights, both within their territories and extraterritorially, based on international law. Specifically, states have extraterritorial obligations (ETOs) to respect, protect and fulfil human rights abroad. The Maastricht Principles on Extraterritorial Obligations of States in the Area of Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights provide guidance and legal grounds for the effective implementation of ETOs. With respect to
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26 Guiding Principles, supra note 24, at ¶ 11.


28 Guiding Principles, supra note 24, intro ¶ 6.

29 Guiding Principles, supra note 24, ¶ 2.

30 Maastricht Principles on Extraterritorial Obligations of States in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, 29 NETH. Q. HUMAN RIGHTS 578 (2011). Available at http://www.maastrichtuniversity.nl/web/Institutes/MaastrichtCentreForHumanRights/MaastrichtETOPrinciples.htm [hereinafter Maastricht Principles]. In 2011, a group of international legal experts developed the Maastricht Principles on the Extraterritorial Obligations of States in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. According to the Center for International Environmental law: “The Maastricht Principles are premised on the global and universal nature of human rights and the notion that human rights are owed erga omnes to the international community as a whole. However, the Principles do not create new legal norms. Rather, they articulate the current state of international law regarding ETOs, reflecting many of the conclusions drawn by international tribunals, U.N. treaty bodies, and Special Procedures. In particular, the Maastricht Principles provide a basis for conceptualizing the application and implementation of ETOs in order to secure more effective protection of human rights from third-party violations.” Center for International Environmental Law, Written Statement to Open-ended Intergovernmental
the regulation of corporations, international human rights treaty bodies monitoring implementation of treaties on civil and political rights, economic, social and cultural rights, the rights of the child, and on racial discrimination have all confirmed that States must take necessary measures to prevent their corporations from interfering with the enjoyment of human rights both within their territory and in other countries.

There is also ample justification for any State to act on transboundary matters like climate change, where harmful activity is taking place in one country, and the negative impacts are being suffered in another. According to the 2011 OHCHR report on human rights and the environment, “[o]ne country’s pollution can become another country’s environmental and human rights problem, particularly where the polluting media, like air and water, are capable of easily crossing boundaries.” These issues are of particular importance in the environmental context, in the light
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of the number and intensity of transboundary and global environmental threats to the full enjoyment of human rights.

Therefore, extraterritoriality is not a bar to the Commission’s exercise of authority, considering the transboundary nature of climate change and other environmental problems and the associated human rights implications.

The Parties

Petitioners

Please contact the legal representatives as listed above.

As of this filing, the Petitioners are supported by 1,288 people who have identified themselves as Filipinos. They pledged their support for this Petition on the Greenpeace Southeast Asia website. A webpage, greenpeace.org.ph/climatejustice, was created for expressions of support on June 5, 2015.

For procedural convenience and practical reasons, all of the herein named organizational and individual Petitioners may be collectively served with summons and other processes issued from this Honourable Commission at Greenpeace Southeast Asia No. 30 JGS Bldg., Sct. Tuason, Brgy. Laging Handa, Quezon City, addressed to their Legal Representatives.

Respondents

The Respondents are all of the existing investor-owned Carbon Majors.

The investor-owned Carbon Majors’ company names, principal business addresses, and addresses of branch and/or regional offices, if any, in the Philippines, are listed in Annex “C.” Petitioners request that notices, summons and pleadings be sent to the Respondent Carbon Majors through the national human rights institutions or institutional counterpart of the Honourable Commission on Human Rights of the Philippines in the countries where the Carbon Majors are based, if there is no address in the Philippines.

If extraterritorial service of notice, summons, and pleadings, as well as the conduct of investigation, cannot be facilitated or are denied facilitation by the national human rights
institutions, or other equivalent body, in the countries of Respondent Carbon Majors, or for other practical reasons the same could not be implemented, Petitioners will find it amenable that the investigation and related processes for this Petition will involve only those Respondent Carbon Majors with branches, regional offices, and/or subsidiaries in or substantial connection (through their agents) to, the Philippines.

**Statement of Facts**

This section establishes the scientific basis for this Petition concerning the human rights implications of climate change and ocean acidification and the estimated responsibility of the Carbon Majors. First, there is a discussion of the Carbon Majors, followed by an overview of climate change and ocean acidification impacts. See Annex “D” for a details of the Carbon Major publications.

1. **Carbon Majors**

The Carbon Majors findings, based on peer-reviewed methodology, are found in three ground-breaking publications:

1. **Climate Accountability Institute, Press Release on Update of Carbon Majors Project**, released in December 2014, appended as Annex “D-1;”
2. **Carbon Majors: Accounting for carbon and methane emissions 1854-2010 Methods and Results Report**, released in 2013 and updated at the beginning of 2014, appended as Annex “D-2;” and

The following are the main findings of the Carbon Major publications:

- 90 Carbon Major Entities, including the 50 investor-owned Carbon Major companies, are responsible for an estimated 939 Gt CO₂ of cumulative world emissions of industrial CO₂ and methane, or 65% of all anthropogenic CO₂ between 1751 and 2013;³⁷
- Nearly one-third of all global industrial CO₂ from 1751 to 2010 are associated with the carbon fuels produced by the Top 20 fossil fuel

companies.\textsuperscript{38} The Top 20 fossil fuel investor-owned companies contributed 278.2 GtCO2e, equivalent to 19.2\% of the global historic emissions through 2010;\textsuperscript{39} and

- The 50 investor-owned Carbon Major companies contributed 315 Gt CO2e, equivalent to 21.72\% of estimated global industrial emissions through 2010.\textsuperscript{40}

This Petition focuses on the responsibility of the investor-owned Carbon Major companies, the largest producers of crude oil, natural gas, coal, and cement. Acknowledging that the list of 50 investor-owned companies includes cement producers, we recommend that the Commission prioritizes the fossil fuel producers (coal, oil, and gas) in its investigation of the Carbon Majors’ responsibility for climate change because the greenhouse gas emissions from fossil fuels is the main cause of climate change. Throughout the rest of this Petition, the term ‘Carbon Majors’ will refer solely to the existing investor-owned Carbon Majors producers listed in Table 1.

The Petitioners have chosen to focus on the carbon producers, the Carbon Majors, rather than emitters, because there are just a few dozen producers, including companies putting fossil fuels on the market, that are largely responsible for and profiting the most from climate change, while taking very little, if any, action on climate change. As will be further explained in the discussion section, these producers are largely unregulated in terms of carbon emissions from their products. Also, there are examples of fossil fuel companies, either directly or through trade associations, actively preventing action on climate change and renewable energy solutions by undermining the science and running campaigns aimed to confuse the public, appended as Annex “E.”

2. Climate Change Impacts

The Climate Change Act defines climate change as, “a change in climate that can be identified by changes in the mean and/or variability of its properties and that persists for an extended period typically decades or longer, whether due to natural variability or as a result of human activity.”\textsuperscript{41} Figure 1 depicts both the natural greenhouse effect and human enhanced greenhouse effect. It is a widely accepted fact that “human influence on the climate system is

\textsuperscript{38} Methods & Results Report, \textit{supra} note 7, at 29.
\textsuperscript{39} Id.
\textsuperscript{40} Id.
\textsuperscript{41} An Act Establishing the People’s Survival Fund to Provide Long-term Finance Streams to Enable the Government to Effectively Address the Problem of Climate Change, Amending for the Purpose Republic Act No. 9729, Otherwise Known as “Climate Change Act” and for Other Purposes, Republic Act No. 10174, § 3, ¶ 1 (2011).
clear, and recent anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases are the highest in history." According to a leading source of climate news, “[a]ll that extra energy in the atmosphere increases the probability and intensity of extreme weather events, making droughts, storms and wildfires…far more likely and far more destructive.” The impacts of climate change can also be gradual and/or have a slow-onset.

The atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide have increased to levels unprecedented in at least the last 800,000 years. Carbon dioxide concentrations in the atmosphere have increased by 40% since pre-industrial times. The observed warming in the climate system is unequivocal and so far the global mean of earth atmospheric near surface temperature has warmed by roughly 0.8 degrees during the period 1880-2012.

**Figure 1: Natural Greenhouse Effect v. Human Enhanced Greenhouse Effect**

Source: Will Elder, National Park Service
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As an archipelagic nation, the Philippines is under severe threat of climate change. The country’s inhabitants, nature, and infrastructure are extremely vulnerable to the impacts of the changing climate and the associated weather extremes (e.g. tropical cyclones) and other natural hazards. Of particular importance to the Petitioners is increased storm intensity in light of the recent devastating typhoons. While the annual frequency of tropical cyclones is generally projected to decrease or remain essentially unchanged in the next century in most regions - although the confidence in the projections is lower in specified regions than global projections - global mean tropical cyclone maximum wind speed and precipitation rates are likely to increase. For a summary of past research on vulnerabilities and an overview of existing literature on climate change impacts in the Philippines authored by an independent researcher, see Annex “F”.

Petitioners from Alabat Island, Quezon Province, have provided personal statements describing how some of the climate change impacts affected the rights of Filipinos.

The Alabat Petitioners explain that in recent years they have been compelled to resettle their houses farther inland because the sea seems to have risen and eaten up the formerly vast shoreline. This was a decision that some of them made painfully for their own safety or to comply with a government order that they needed to obey even against their will. Some needed to brave the middle and high seas with their small to medium sized motorized bancas, often without navigation aids and equipment appropriate to the depth and distance of fishing, because fish catch in the municipal waters appears to be declining. Farming, copra making, and backyard vegetable gardening have also been difficult, and recently, often unproductive. Incomes from these activities have not augmented Petitioners’ meager and declining income from fishing. They have noticed that it has become warmer in their communities in the last few years. During these warmer years, the fish catch was decreasing, and some of their crops, coconuts and other vegetables had low yields, and of almost unmarketable quality. Their recorded interviews are hereby submitted as Exhibit “A”.

In Verde Island Passage, climate change poses specific threats:

It is projected that climate change will cause rising sea levels, higher ocean temperatures, and more acidic waters. As the ocean largely regulates the climate, changes in ocean temperatures and currents are already altering the frequency, intensity, and distribution of storms, floods, heat waves, and the amount and distribution of rainfall. The unique biodiversity of the Verde Island Passage is at risk. In addition, the loss of biodiversity directly impacts its local communities, as their livelihoods are dependent primarily on tourism, fisheries, and agriculture, all of which are dependent on these threatened natural resources.50

Petitioners are also submitting the recorded interviews of some residents of Verde Island Passage as Exhibit “B” that describe their personal perspective of the effects of climate change in everyday life and livelihood and how these effects interfere with the enjoyment of their human rights.

3. Ocean Acidification

Although this petition primarily discusses climate change, increased CO₂ emissions are also causing the acidification of the Earth’s oceans, with potentially serious impacts. Ocean acidification is climate change’s “evil twin.”51 The emissions from fossil fuels produced and marketed by the Carbon Majors projects are therefore linked to both climate change and ocean acidification. The Petitioners request that the Commission consider ocean acidification, in addition to climate change, in investigating the Carbon Majors’ duty to respect human rights. While climate change is the consequence of a suite of greenhouse gases causing the earth to absorb more of the sun’s energy, ocean acidification is caused primarily by increased levels of atmospheric carbon dioxide dissolving into the ocean. It is estimated that approximately 25-30% of the CO₂ emitted by human activities has been absorbed by the oceans,52 buffering to some degree the increase in atmospheric concentrations, but at the same time bringing about fundamental changes to ocean carbon chemistry.53 Given the most recent estimates for annual

global emissions of CO$_2$ (around 32 Gt in 2014), it can be estimated that human activities are contributing approximately of 1 million tonnes of CO$_2$ pollution to the global oceans every hour.\textsuperscript{54} The resulting increase in acidity (decrease in pH) observed over the last 200 years likely exceeds pH changes experienced at any time over at least the last 55 million years in terms of both extent and speed of change.\textsuperscript{55} For details on a background of ocean acidification, see appended Annex “F-1.”

The adverse impacts of climate change and ocean acidification have harmed or increased the risk of harm to the Filipino people, on top of or in addition to the damage resulting from devastating natural disasters. These harms resulting from the impacts of climate change, including the risk of increased storm intensity, and ocean acidification affect the exercise and enjoyment of Filipinos’ human rights.

**Issue**

At the heart of this petition is the question of **whether or not the Respondent Carbon Majors must be held accountable**—being the largest corporate contributors of greenhouse gases emissions and having so far failed to curb those emissions despite the companies’ knowledge of the harm caused, capacity to do so, and potential involvement in activities that may be undermining climate action—**for the human rights implications of climate change and ocean acidification.**

**Discussion**

Petitioners assert that the investor-owned Carbon Majors must be held to account. We cite the following as grounds for this assertion:

1. **The corporate responsibility to respect human rights is articulated in the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights,\textsuperscript{56} which reflect norms and standards on the responsibility of corporate actors.**

The Guiding Principles explicitly call on companies to respect human rights.\textsuperscript{57} As stated in the Guiding Principles, corporate responsibility to respect human rights is not optional—it


\textsuperscript{55} A. Ridgwell & D. N. Schmidt, *Past Constraints on the Vulnerability of Marine Calcifiers to Massive Carbon Dioxide Release*, 3 NATURE GEOSCIENCE, 196 (2010); Turley, supra note 54.

\textsuperscript{56} Guiding Principles, supra note 24.

arises from a global standard of expected conduct that is often reflected in national laws and regulations. The Guiding Principles set forth a number of foundational and operational principles concerning the corporate responsibility to respect human rights. Specifically, foundational Principles 11 and 12 are relevant to the Carbon Majors and the impacts of their global operations:

Foundational Principle 11: Business enterprises should respect human rights. This means that they should avoid infringing on the human rights of others and should address adverse human rights impacts with which they are involved; and


These Principles recognize that the corporate responsibility to respect human rights applies to virtually the entire spectrum of internationally recognized human rights, including those expressed in the “Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the main instruments through which it has been codified: the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, coupled with the principles concerning fundamental rights in the eight ILO core conventions as set out in the Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work.”

As discussed in the Interpretive Guide, all businesses must not only comply with national laws and regulations incorporating international human rights standards, but also with a global standard of conduct:

In many cases the responsibility of enterprises to respect human rights is reflected at least in part in domestic law or regulations corresponding to international human rights standards. The responsibility to respect human rights is not, however, limited to compliance with such domestic law provisions. It exists over and above legal compliance, constituting a global standard of expected conduct applicable to all businesses in all situations. It therefore also exists independently of an enterprise’s own commitments for human rights.

Corporate responsibility to respect human rights is also recognized when cases of violation of the environmental rights are allowed to be brought against corporate entities, among

---

59 Guiding Principles, supra note 24, at principles 11-12 at 13-14.
60 Id. at 14.
others, under the Philippine Rules of Procedure for Environmental Cases. The adjunct rights to a balanced and healthful ecology and to health guaranteed by our Constitution are included in the complete concept of human rights based on the exchange between Commissioners Bennagen and Nolledo during the deliberations of the 1986 Constitutional Convention and their importance is explained in *Oposa v. Factoran*.

2. The investor-owned Carbon Majors have breached their responsibilities to respect the rights of Filipino people and communities by directly or indirectly contributing to current or future adverse human rights impacts through the extraction and sale of fossil fuels and activities undermining climate action.

With respect to the manner in which companies should respect these rights, Foundational Principle 13 of the Guiding Principles provides that business enterprises are required to:

(a) Avoid causing or contributing to adverse human rights impacts through their own activities, and address such impacts when they occur; [and]

(b) Seek to prevent or mitigate adverse human rights impacts that are directly linked to their operations, products or services by their business relationships, even if they have not contributed to those impacts.62

As such, there are three scenarios in which a company can be responsible for adverse impacts on human rights: (1) it may cause impacts through its own activities; (2) it may contribute to impacts through its own activities, either directly or or through some outside entity (government, business, or other); and (3) it may be involved in impacts caused by an entity that is directly linked to its business operations, products, or services.63

In accordance with the Guiding Principles, the Carbon Majors’ activities have contributed to, or the Carbon Majors have been involved in, climate change related infringements of human rights as discussed in the Statement of Facts. For one, the accumulated emissions from the carbon these companies have produced have contributed to a consistently elevated level of atmospheric carbon dioxide. Higher levels of atmospheric carbon dioxide increases radiative forcing64 thereby increasing global atmospheric temperatures resulting in a multitude of climate
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change impacts. As discussed in the Statement of Facts, the current or predicted climate impacts in the Alabat and Verde Island communities have resulted and/or will likely result in the infringements of the people’s human rights.

The Interpretive Guide describes the ways in which a business’s activities may “cause,” “contribute,” or “be directly linked” to adverse impacts on human rights. For example, a corporation may be deemed to have caused an adverse impact if it is the “sole or main source” of environmental harm in a community. A corporation may have contributed to an adverse impact if it is one among other sources that have caused such harm or if it provides products or services to a third party that then causes harm. Business activities can be directly linked to adverse impacts if the corporation supplies products or services to an entity that causes or contributes to adverse impacts. With respect to “cause” and “contribute”, a corporation that is responsible for the adverse impacts “should cease or change the activity… in order to prevent or mitigate the chance of the impact occurring or recurring;” and if an impact does occur, remediation is necessary “either directly or in cooperation with others (be it the courts, the Government, other enterprises involved or other third parties).” Whereas for “directly linked”, the corporation has a responsibility to use its “leverage to encourage the entity that caused or contributed to the impact to prevent or mitigate its recurrence.”

Despite the scientifically established link between carbon emissions from fossil fuel production and climate change/ocean acidification, and their human rights implications, there are fossil fuel companies actively preventing action to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and solutions by denying the science and running campaigns of confusion, similar to the tactics employed by the tobacco industry. For example, according to research endorsed by leading

percent) is reflected back to space and the rest is absorbed by the planet. And like any warm object sitting in cold surroundings — and space is a very cold place — some energy is always radiating back out into space as invisible infrared light. Subtract the energy flowing out from the energy flowing in, and if the number is anything other than zero, there has to be some warming (or cooling, if the number is negative) going on.” Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Explained: Radiative Forcing, Mar. 10, 2010, http://newsoffice.mit.edu/2010/explained-radforce-0309 (last accessed on Sept. 17, 2015).

Id. supra note 25, at 17, box 2.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id. at 18.

Id.

NGOs, Chevron funds the American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC); and ALEC has expressed uncertainty about human influence on the climate. A list of publications providing background on the involvement of fossil fuel industry, either directly or indirectly, in undermining action on climate change and in climate denial efforts is contained in Annex “E.” The Petitioners believe that those who are largely responsible for and profit generously from the problem, and yet are undermining solutions, should be held accountable, in accordance with the polluter pays principle and intergenerational equity.

3. The investor-owned Carbon Majors have also breached their responsibilities to respect the rights of Filipino people and communities by failing to prevent human rights impacts that are directly linked to their operations, products, or services by its business relationships.

As part of their corporate responsibility to respect human rights, the Carbon Majors are required to exercise due diligence in their business activities or relationships. Guiding Principle 17 explains that businesses should “identify, prevent, mitigate and account for how they address their adverse human rights impacts” by carrying out human rights due diligence. The human rights due diligence process includes the following elements:

- Assessing actual and potential impacts of business activities on human rights;
- Acting on the findings of this assessment, including by integrating appropriate measures to address impacts into company policies and practices;
- Tracking how effective the measures taken are in preventing or mitigating adverse human rights impacts; and
- Communicating to the outside world about the due diligence process and results.

The scope of due diligence includes “adverse human rights impacts that the business enterprise may cause or contribute to through its own activities, or which may be directly linked to its sources of their funding in scientific publications or in testimony to legislators.” Ed Markey, US Senator for Massachusetts, Press Release, Markey, Boxer, Whitehouse Query Fossil Fuel Companies, Climate Denial Organizations on Science Funding, Feb. 25, 2015, http://www.markey.senate.gov/news/press-releases/markey-boxer-whitehouse-query-fossil-fuel-companies-climate-denial-organizations-on-science-funding (last accessed on Sept. 18, 2015).

72 Center for Media and Democracy, et al., ALEC’s Climate Change Denial, http://alecclimatechangedenial.org. For information on ALEC’s Funders, including Chevron, see http://alecclimatechangedenial.org/corporate-funders (last accessed August 6, 2015).


75 Id. at principle 17, page 31.

operations, products or services by its business relationships.”77 Further, this process should be on-going and involve meaningful consultation with potentially affected groups and other relevant stakeholders.78

Inconsistent with the requirement of due diligence in corporate responsibility, these companies are making long-term investments based on a scenario in which global consumption of fossil fuels continues to grow, thus warming the earth to levels that will lead to dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system resulting in human rights impacts. For example, Exxon publicly dismissed a “low carbon” scenario—stabilization of the global temperature increase to not exceed 2 degrees Celsius by 2100—and continues to invest its resources contrary to the 2 degrees goal.79 Similarly, according to Energy Transition Advisors and the Carbon Tracker Initiative, Shell is making its projections based on a scenario that puts the world on a pathway for a temperature rise of roughly 6 degrees Celsius.80

The Carbon Majors are ignoring the science and the harms related to the combustion and use of the coal, oil and gas that they produce. The companies have the technical and financial capability to prevent the harm. As a means to comply with the requirements of identifying, preventing, mitigating, and accounting for adverse human rights impacts, it is important that immediate steps are taken by the companies to eliminate the risk of further human rights infringements.

4. The groundbreaking Carbon Majors data makes it feasible to assign responsibility to the Carbon Majors collectively and individually for human rights impacts resulting from climate change and ocean acidification.

The Carbon Majors Study “represents an important milestone in establishing legal accountability for climate change impacts.”81 According to the Center for International Environmental Law:

By tracing industrial CO₂ emissions to their underlying source, and to a small group of companies and entities whose actions have made a measurable, demonstrable and historically important contribution to global warming, this research demonstrates one

77 Guiding Principles, supra note 25, principle 17(a), page 17.
78 Guiding Principles, supra note 25, principles 17 and 18, page 17-19.
important route by which those barriers can and will be overcome by plaintiffs in future litigation.\textsuperscript{82}

The Carbon Majors collectively contribute to global climate change, in that the emissions by one company are not distinguishable in their effects from emissions by other companies. The research therefore provides the best surrogate or proxy measure of responsibility that has been devised to date. The Carbon Majors data identifies the Carbon Majors’ responsibility, jointly and severally, for contributing predominately to climate change and its resulting impacts that are interfering with the enjoyment of human rights. Therefore, while it is not possible to attribute a specific harm, or threat thereof, to the carbon produced by a single Carbon Major, there is a substantial probability that the climate impacts experienced by Filipinos are made significantly worse as a result of the Carbon Majors’ past and current activities. Each company should be held accountable for making some of that contribution.\textsuperscript{83} As the Guiding Principles explain, responsibility is not contingent on a company being the sole cause of a human rights impact. A company is responsible if it has contributed to or is involved in the impacts, even if it is one among many responsible parties.\textsuperscript{84}

It is only fair and just that the companies that have extracted and profited the most from fossil fuels account for the resulting harm and take the necessary measures to prevent more harm in order to protect the rights of the people.\textsuperscript{85}

5. Even if the Commission finds scientific uncertainties in establishing the Respondents’ responsibility for specific or future human rights harms, the precautionary principle applies.

\textsuperscript{82} Id.

\textsuperscript{83} In the landmark US Supreme Court case, Massachusetts v. EPA, the Supreme Court held: “The harms associated with climate change are serious and well recognized. The Government’s own objective assessment of the relevant science and a strong consensus among qualified experts indicate that global warming threatens, inter alia, a precipitate rise in sea levels, severe and irreversible changes to natural ecosystems, a significant reduction in winter snowpack with direct and important economic consequences, and increases in the spread of disease and the ferocity of weather events. That these changes are widely shared does not minimize Massachusetts’ interest in the outcome of this litigation…. Given EPA’s failure to dispute the existence of a causal connection between man-made greenhouse gas emissions and global warming, its refusal to regulate such emissions, at a minimum, “contributes” to Massachusetts’ injuries.” Massachusetts v. EPA, 127 S. Ct. 1438, 1446 (2007).

\textsuperscript{84} A recent groundbreaking climate decision in the Netherlands contains useful guidance on establishing the causal link in climate cases. See Urgenda Foundation v. the State of the Netherlands, C/09/456689 / HA ZA 13-1396 (English translation), June 24, 2015, ¶ 4.90. Available at http://www.urgenda.nl/documents/VerdictDistrictCourt-UrgendavStaat-24.06.2015.pdf [hereinafter Urgenda v. Netherlands] (“Sufficient causal link can be assumed to exist between the Dutch greenhouse gas emissions, global climate change and the effects (now and in the future) on the Dutch living climate. The fact that the current Dutch greenhouse gas emissions are limited on a global scale does not alter the fact that these emission contribute to climate change. The court has taken into consideration in this respect as well that the Dutch greenhouse emissions have contributed to climate change and by their nature will also continue to contribute to climate change.”).

The Precautionary Principle prescribed in the Philippine Rules of Procedure for Environmental Cases is relevant in investigating the responsibility of the Carbon Majors for the human rights implications of climate change.  

Precaution espouses prudence where risk is uncertain, but plausible. It is an addition to two basic tenets of problem-solving: curing problems and preventing them. Under a curative approach, the harm has already been realized, and measures are created to reverse the harm, or require compensation for the costs associated with harm. Under the preventive approach, measures are taken to prevent known risks from materializing into actual harm. Precaution requires even greater diligence than prevention, by calling for measures to safeguard the environment even if the occurrence of harm is uncertain. The precautionary principle affirms the need for urgent measures given the unpredictable patterns of the environment, and the harm resulting from its abuse.

The precautionary approach has been confirmed by a group of eminent experts in human rights, environmental, and international law. On March 1, 2015 the Oslo Principles on Global Obligations to Reduce Climate Change (Oslo Principles) were adopted. The experts found that states are “bound by existing international law to assess the environmental impact of their activities and to take measures to prevent the destructive effects of climate change.”

According to the Oslo General Principles, “[t]here is clear and convincing evidence that the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions produced by human activity are causing significant changes to the climate and that these changes pose grave risks of irreversible harm to humanity, including present and future generations, to the environment, including other living species and the entire natural habitat, and to the global economy.” According to the same Principle, the precautionary principle requires that:

1) GHG emissions be reduced to the extent, and at a pace, necessary to protect against the threats of climate change that can still be avoided; and
2) the level of reductions of GHG emissions required to achieve this, should be based on any credible and realistic worst-case

---

86 See Urgenda v. the State of the Netherlands, supra note 86 at ¶ 4.79 (“The fact that the amount of the Dutch emissions is small compared to other countries does not affect the obligation to take precautionary measures in view of the State’s obligation to exercise care. After all, it has been established that any anthropogenic greenhouse gas emission, no matter how minor, contributes to an increase of CO2 levels in the atmosphere and therefore to hazardous climate change.”).
87 Sub-committee on the Rules of Procedure for Environmental Cases, Rules of Procedure for Environmental Cases, April 29, 2010 at 82.
scenario accepted by a substantial number of eminent climate change experts.\textsuperscript{90}

Further, it explains that “[t]he measures required by the Precautionary Principle should be adopted without regard to the cost, unless that cost is completely disproportionate to the reduction in emissions that will be brought about by expending it.”\textsuperscript{91}

6. \textit{As for the States where the Carbon Majors are incorporated, they have obligations to protect the human rights of Filipinos, including the duty to prevent harm by third parties, and the Philippines has a duty to assess, monitor, and notify of current or threatened harm.}

The no-harm principle is recognized in customary international law governing State responsibility for transboundary pollution.\textsuperscript{92} This principle was first enunciated in the 1941 Trail Smelter Arbitration. The Trail Smelter Arbitration involved a Canadian smelter that emitted sulfur dioxide,\textsuperscript{93} which allegedly caused harm to landowners downwind in the United States. The arbitration Tribunal stated in its damages award that:

\begin{quote}
[U]nder the principles of international law, as well as the law of the United States, no State has the right to use or permit the use of its territory in such a manner as to cause injury by fumes in or to the territory of another or the properties or persons therein, when the case is of serious consequence and the injury is established by clear and convincing evidence.\textsuperscript{94}
\end{quote}

According to the International Court of Justice (ICJ) in the Corfu Channel case, every State has an obligation not to knowingly allow its territory to be used for acts contrary to the rights of other States.\textsuperscript{95} In its Advisory Opinion on the threat or use of nuclear weapons, the ICJ stated: “The existence of the general obligation of States to ensure that activities within their jurisdiction and control respect the environment of other States or of areas beyond national control is now part of the corpus of international law relating to the environment.”\textsuperscript{96}

\textsuperscript{90} Id.
\textsuperscript{91} Id.
\textsuperscript{94} Id. at 1965.
\textsuperscript{95} \textit{Corfu Channel case, Judgment of April 9th, 1949}, I.C.J. Reports, p. 4, 22 (1949).
The no-harm principle has been subsequently codified in the 1972 Stockholm Declaration and the 1992 Rio Declaration.\(^97\) The International Law Commission draft Articles on the Prevention of Transboundary Harm from Hazardous Activities states that: “The State of origin shall take all appropriate measures to prevent significant transboundary harm or at any event to minimize the risk thereof.”\(^98\) The Articles define ‘harm’ as “harm caused to persons, property or the environment.”\(^99\) In light of the transboundary effect of climate change and the no-harm principle, the continued production and burning of fossil fuels must be prevented.

With respect to civil and political rights, Article 2 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) states that “Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to respect and to ensure to all individuals within its territory and subject to its jurisdiction the rights recognized in the present Covenant.”\(^100\) The Human Rights Committee has interpreted this provision to impose both negative and positive obligations on Parties—in other words, States must refrain from violating rights as well as adopt laws or other measures to fulfil their legal obligations and provide remedies in case of violations.\(^101\) As such, a Party’s failure to “take appropriate measures or to exercise due diligence to prevent, punish, investigate or redress the harm” caused by private entities could give rise to violations of the ICCPR.\(^102\)

With respect to economic, social and cultural rights, Article 2(1) of the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) sets forth the obligation of State Parties to work toward the progressive implementation of the rights under the Covenant. Each Party agrees to “take steps, individually and through international assistance and co-operation, especially economic and technical, to the maximum of its available resources,” and “all appropriate means” to achieve the full realization of the specified rights.\(^103\) The UN Committee on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights has emphasized that the ICESCR imposes immediate obligations on Parties to take concrete and targeted actions toward the realization of those rights.\(^104\) In regard to corporations, it has stated that: “States Parties should also take steps to prevent human rights contraventions abroad by corporations that have their main seat under their


\(^{100}\) International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, December 19, 1966, 999 U.N.T.S. 171, 6 I.L.M. 360 at art. 2(1).


\(^{102}\) Id. at ¶ 8.


jurisdiction, without infringing the sovereignty or diminishing the obligations of host states under the Covenant.”

Furthermore it has required that “[t]o comply with their international obligations in relation to Article 12, States Parties have to respect the enjoyment of the right to health in other countries, and to prevent third parties from violating the right in other countries.”

As stated in the OHCHR Report, “irrespective of the additional strain climate change-related events may place on available resources, States remain under an obligation to ensure the widest possible enjoyment of economic, social and cultural rights under any given circumstances.”

The United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child in General Comment 16 finds that States should “[e]nsure access to effective remedy for children whose rights have been infringed by a business enterprise acting as a private party or as a State agent.”

Access to justice and effective remedy is of particular importance to the youth Petitioners.

The Maastricht Principles articulate the current state of international law regarding ETOs, as set out above, including the obligation for states to avoid causing harm. Principle 13 states that:

States must desist from acts and omissions that create a real risk of nullifying or impairing the enjoyment of economic, social and cultural rights extraterritorially. The responsibility of States is engaged where such nullification or impairment is a foreseeable result of their conduct. Uncertainty about potential impacts does not constitute justification for such conduct.

In the climate context, Principle 13 demonstrates that action needs to be taken now to avoid the foreseeable risk of more severe impacts and resulting from the Carbon Majors’ business activities and operations.

Through the current efforts of the Special Rapporteur on Human Rights and Environment in promoting and reporting on the realization of human rights obligations relating to the enjoyment of a safe, clean, healthy and sustainable environment, there is recognition that international human rights law imposes certain procedural and substantive obligations on States

---


108 General Comment 16, supra note 33 at 4.

in relation to environmental protection, including preventing harm resulting from climate change.\footnote{110}

The procedural duties include the following:

- States must ensure the assessment of environmental impacts and make environmental information public;
- States must facilitate public participation in environmental decision-making, including by protecting the rights of expression and association; and
- States must provide access to remedies for harm.\footnote{111}

The substantive duties on States include the following:

- States must adopt and implement legal frameworks to protect against environmental harm that may infringe on enjoyment of human rights; and,
- States must regulate private actors to protect against such environmental harm.\footnote{112}

Steps must be taken by the States where the Carbon Majors are incorporated, such as Australia, Canada, and the United States, and by the states where the harm is suffered, such as the Philippines, to ensure that the Carbon Majors refrain from the activities that are interfering with the rights of Filipinos. The States where the Carbon Majors are incorporated need to adequately regulate, while the states that are acutely vulnerable to the impacts of climate change need to monitor, assess, notify the Carbon Majors, and their states, of imminent or on-going human rights violations, and to take further action if deemed necessary. This petition presents an opportunity for the States where the Carbon Majors are incorporated to cooperate with the Philippines, a State profoundly affected by climate change, and specifically with the Honourable Commission in fully investigating this urgent matter.

7. The international law and principles discussed herein form part of the law of the land.

The 1987 Constitution provides that the Philippines “adopts the generally accepted principles of international law as part of the law of the land.”\footnote{113} Relevant to an administrative investigation, the application of international laws specifically in litigating environmental cases has been explained by former Supreme Court Chief Justice Renato Corona. He said:

\footnote{111 Id. at 9-12, ¶¶ 25-33.}
\footnote{112 Id. at 7-9, ¶¶ 18-24.}
\footnote{113 CONST. art. II, § 2.}
No doubt, the duty of Philippine courts is to give force and effect to the prohibitions, regulations and obligations found in multilateral environmental agreements, whether or not they have been transposed into local laws.\textsuperscript{114}

This is even more relevant in the light of increasing environmental challenges that are transboundary in nature such as climate change; and where domestic laws are traditionally limited to regulating and addressing problems within national boundaries such as in the Philippines. Therefore, the Petitioners appeal for the Honourable Commission’s wise, novel and courageous investigation to hold accountable the big, powerful, multinational Carbon Majors for the human rights implications of climate change and ocean acidification.

**Conclusion**

In summary, what we, the Petitioners, are saying, is that the production of fossil fuels by the Carbon Majors has been found to be primarily responsible for large amounts of greenhouse gases. The concentration of said gases, especially carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, causes climate change. An estimated 25-30\% of the carbon dioxide already emitted by these activities has been absorbed by the oceans, causing ocean acidification.

The adverse impacts of climate change and ocean acidification brought harm or pose the threat of harm to people, on top of or in addition to damage resulting from natural disasters. These harms resulting from the impacts of climate change and ocean acidification affect the exercise and enjoyment of Filipinos’ human rights to (a) to life; (b) to the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health; (c) to adequate food; (d) to water (e) to sanitation; (f) to adequate housing; (g) to self-determination; and (h) the human rights of marginalized and disadvantaged groups particularly vulnerable to the effects of climate change, including (1) women; (2) children; (3) persons with disabilities; (4) those living in extreme poverty; (5) indigenous peoples; (6) displaced persons; and, (7) workers; as well as the right of Filipinos to development. Whether or not the Respondent Carbon Majors should be held accountable for the human rights implications of climate change and ocean acidification is what we ask the Honourable Commission.

**Why do we ask?**

\textsuperscript{114} In a public lecture on environmental law and protection at the Graduate School of the University of Sto. Tomas, Manila, Nov. 20, 2010.
Because the victims must be given remedies, those responsible for climate change and ocean acidification and associated human rights impacts must be held accountable, and the threats of future harms resulting from climate change and ocean acidification must be addressed, remedied, and prevented.

The recognition of the Human Rights Council, OHCHR, and the parties to the UNFCCC that climate change impedes the full and effective enjoyment of human rights protected by the most fundamental international human rights conventions provides a framework for the requested investigation of the Honourable Commission.

This investigation will further bolster the country’s leadership position on human rights in the UNFCCC negotiations and at the Human Rights Council. At the 20th Conference of the Parties to the UNFCCC held in Lima, Peru, the Philippines made interventions calling for references to human rights, rights of indigenous peoples, and gender in the 2015 climate agreement. In its high-level ministerial statement, the Philippines reflected on the rights implications of a climate deal (or lack thereof), stating: “losing the credibility of the UN multilateral process is not only an insult to diplomacy but a complete disregard to human rights.”

The Government of the Philippines joined 17 other countries in signing the Geneva Pledge on Human Rights and Climate Change in February 2015. This demonstrates the Philippines’ commitment to “promote and respect human rights in our climate actions.” With the mounting evidence of the Carbon Majors holding us back on climate progress, it is essential for the Honourable Commission to act now and establish the responsibility of the Carbon Majors, which will be seen as a strong signal for future climate negotiations and other actions.

So we pray for remedies. Hindi po dapat na kami ay mauuwi lamang sa pagbibilang o kaya’y mapapabilang na lamang sa mga biktima ng climate change.

Prayer

WHEREFORE, premises considered, Petitioners most respectfully pray that the Honourable Commission on Human Rights take the following actions:

---

117 English translation: We should not only be counting the victims of climate change or being counted among them.
1. Conduct an investigation into the human rights implications of climate change and ocean acidification and the resulting rights violations in the Philippines, and whether the investor-owned Carbon Majors have breached their responsibilities to respect the rights of the Filipino people;

2. Monitor people and communities acutely vulnerable to the impacts of climate change;

3. Recommend that policymakers and legislators develop and adopt clear and implementable objective standards for corporate reporting of human rights issues in relation to the environment, with special regard for current and future climate change impacts and GHGs from fossil fuel products;

4. Recommend that policymakers and legislators develop and adopt effective accountability mechanisms that victims of climate change can easily access in instances of violation or threat of violation;

5. Notify the investor-owned Carbon Majors and request the submission of plans on how such violations or threats of violation resulting from the impacts of climate change will be eliminated and remedied and prevented in the future; and

6. Recommend that the President call upon other States, especially where the investor-owned Carbon Majors are incorporated, to take steps to prevent, remedy, or eliminate human rights violations or threats of violations resulting from the impacts of climate change, or seek a remedy before international mechanisms.

Petitioners further pray for such other just and equitable reliefs under the premises.

Quezon City, Philippines, September 22, 2015.

ZELDA DT SORIANO AND GRIZELDA MAYO-ANDA
Legal Representatives of the Petitioners
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me on __________________________in the City of Quezon, Philippines. I further certify that I have personally examined the petitioners and that I am satisfied that they voluntarily executed and understood the same.